
WAYS OF ORGANIZING A RESEARCH PAPER

Courtesy Odegaard Writing & Research Center Organizing Your Thoughts provide you with a plan for how to organize
all of your points, large and small.

Are my arguments presented in a logical sequence? Get someone else to read it over. Your cursor will turn
into a cross-like shape that you can use to draw a box. Developmental Edit Is your thesis statement clear and
concise? If you discover that it's difficult to create an outline from what you have written, then you likely need
to revise your paper. Introduction The intro to your paper will offer background information about the topic,
establishing common ground with the audience. At first, you don't have to worry about which thoughts
represent major topics and which represent subtopics. The unusual symbol will make it easy for you to find
the exact location again. Note: William Strunk, Jr. To avoid frustration, you can start out with a mind dump
and just dump your random thoughts onto paper. The sentence outline is done in full sentences. You can fix
transition sentences and weird phrases later. Are all sources properly cited to ensure that I am not plagiarizing?
The idea is to be able to identify all of the notes you have taken relating to one point or one idea. Proofread
final paper carefully for spelling, punctuation, missing or duplicated words. For those of you unfamiliar with
that term, concept mapping essentially involves writing down a term or idea e. As you finish up your research,
full-sentence paragraphs may come to you. Use cue cards: with the citation at the top including page numbers!
Golden retriever attacks are some of the rarest, statistically. Writing Center, University of Richmond. Have I
supported my arguments with documented proof or examples? For some writers, developing an organized
essay from a disorganized one produces the most creative results. Organize them by idea instead. She lectures
and writes about study skills. This is an effective strategy for assessing the organization of your paper. A
persuasive piece?


